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Abstract: The synthesis, crystal structure, and fluorescence behavior of acetylene-bridged pentiptycene
dimer (2), trimer (3), and tetramer (4) are reported. For comparison, a phenylene-pentiptycene-phenylene
three-ring system (5) is also investigated. As a result of the unique intrachain pentiptycene-pentiptycene
interactions in 3 and 4, their twisted conformers are populated in polar solvents and at low temperatures,
and the phenomenon of nonequilibration of excited rotational conformers is observed. Twisting of the
π-conjugated backbones leads to blue-shifted absorption and fluorescence spectra and increased
fluorescence quantum yields and lifetimes. The fluorescence spectra of 2-4 undergo small red shifts but
large intensity variations in the 0-1 vs 0-0 bands on going from solutions to thin solid films, which can be
accounted for by the reabsorption effect. However, the reduction in fluorescence quantum yields for 2-4
in films vs solutions is mainly attributed to efficient interchain exciton migration to nonfluorescent energy
traps. In contrast, the behavior of nonequilibration of excited rotamers is not observed for 5 in solutions.
Compound 5 forms J-type aggregates through terminal phenylene π-stackings in the solid state, resulting
in a new absorption band at 377 nm and large red shifts of the structured fluorescence spectra.

Introduction

The great potential ofπ-conjugated oligomers and polymers
for application in optoelectronic devices has stimulated a great
amount of theoretical1,2 and experimental3-12 research on their

solid-state photophysics. It is recognized that the luminescence
properties of theseπ-systems in thin solid films are generally
dictated by the low-energy sites due to efficient intrachain and
interchain exciton migrations. The low-energy sites could be
the intrachain segments of relatively long conjugation length,3

the regions of strong interchain electronic couplings (e.g.,
excimers and aggregates),4 structural defects,5 or even impuri-
ties,6 which in turn depends on a variety of factors such as the
nature of the building blocks,7 the type and position of
substituents,8 the chain length ofπ-conjugated backbones,9 the
morphology of thin films,6,10 and the history of sample prepara-
tions.11 As a result, understanding the intrinsic intrachain
conformation and interchain electronic coupling effects for the
target systems is essential to address the exact nature of the
emissive states.12

The intrachain vs interchain effects on the photophysical
properties of poly(p-phenyleneethynylene)s (PPEs) in thin films
or nonsolvents have received much attention.13-22 This is in
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part due to the question as to whether the intrachain planarization
effect or the interchain aggregation effect is more important in
accounting for the differences in electronic spectra from their
dilute solutions.14,15 While many efforts have been devoted to
demarcating the intrachain and the interchain effects for PPEs
and its segments such as diphenylacetylene (DPA) and 1,4-bis-
(phenylethynyl)benzene (1),14-20 the progress has been impeded
by the poor control of their conformations and thus the poor
knowledge of the intrinsic intrachain conformation effect. This
problem is associated with the cylindrical symmetry of the
ethynyl groups, leading to a rather low barrier (<1 kcal/mol)
for twisting of the phenyl rings from the coplanar geometry
(e.g.,1-coplanar vs1-twisted in eq 1) in the electronic ground
state.16,21,22Swager and co-workers adopted an elegant supramo-

lecular approach to control the conformation of a series of
surfactant PPEs in Lagmuir-Blodgett films.18 They observed
blue-shifted fluorescence spectra and stronger fluorescence (by
38%) for the twisted (zipper alignment) vs the coplanar (face-
on alignment) forms. However, the observations might not
directly reflect the intrinsic intrachain conformation effect,
because interchain interactions such as the long-range dipole-
dipole interactions cannot be completely excluded in these
monolayers,1 even though the interchain distances were calcu-
lated to be larger than 9 Å.18 Interchain dipole-dipole interac-
tions could significantly perturb the fluorescence properties due
to the induced interchain exciton migrations. This is particularly
true when nonemissive traps or low-energy fluorescent sites are
present.5,6,19 It should also be noted that the efficiency of
interchain exciton migrations might depend on the conformation
in view of the fact that the efficiency of intrachain exciton
migration in PPEs is strongly conformation-dependent.23 On the
other hand, Bunz and co-workers adopted a covalent-bond
approach to control the conformation of DPA in dilute solu-

tions.20 The fluorescence spectra of these DPAs were similar,
but the fluorescence quantum yield is significantly larger (>5-
fold) for the more planar form. Regarding the inherent differ-
ences in chain lengths, conformational rigidity, and potential
interchain effects between the Swager’s and Bunz’s systems,
further studies are required to understand their discrepancies
and to reach satisfactory conclusions on the intrinsic intrachain
effects.

In this context, we have investigated new model systems in
order to gain insights into the effects of the intrinsic intrachain
conformation and the interchain dipole-dipole interactions on
the fluorescence properties of PPEs. Our approach relies on short
oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene)s (OPEs) with rigid and bulky
substituents in each phenyl ring, namely, the acetylene-bridged
pentiptycene dimer2, trimer 3, and tetramer4. We expect that
these pentiptycene-derived OPEs would lead to interchain
separations greater than 7 Å in thesolid state according to the
X-ray crystal packing modes previously observed for pentip-
tycene derivatives.24 Therefore, their solid-state fluorescence
behavior will reflect the effect of interchain exciton couplings
rather than that of interchain charge-transfer interactions.1,25

Indeed, it has been well demonstrated that incorporation of the
bulky pentiptycene groups to PPEs in alternating phenylenes is
sufficient to prevent excimer formation in thin films.26 However,
this alternating pentiptycene-phenylene pattern will result in
one or both of the terminal rings being the planar phenylene
ring, at which interchainπ-stacking interactions can occur.
While such interactions might be unimportant for long PPEs,
their effects would be significant for short OPEs. This is indeed
demonstrated by the phenylene-pentiptycene-phenylene three-
ring system5 (vide infra). To ensure the absence of interchain
π-stacking, the “all-pentiptycene” OPEs2-4 are thus designed.
Besides the consideration of interchain interactions, bulky
substituents in PPEs can also affect the intrachain rotational
energy profile, resulting in larger rotational barriers and multiple
minima in the ground-state surface.27 This situation is indeed
present in3 and4, which allows us to trap and characterize the
twisted conformers in low-temperature glasses (vide infra). We
report herein the synthesis, structures, and fluorescence behavior
of 2-5. Our results indicate that twisting of theπ-conjugated

backbones in3 and4 results in blue-shifted fluorescence spectra
and increased fluorescence quantum yields. The fluorescence
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peak maxima for2-4 in the solid state resemble those in dilute
solutions, but the reabsorption effects determine the relative
intensity of the fluorescence vibronic bands. Both the reabsorp-
tion and interchain exciton coupling effects are associated with
the order of interchain packings.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis.All the previously reported pentiptycene-incor-
porated PPEs belong to the pattern of alternating pentiptycene-
arylene copolymers derived from the palladium-catalyzed cross-
coupling of pentiptycene diacetylene6 wtih 1,4-dihaloarenes.26

“All-pentiptycene” PPEs or OPEs have not been reported,
presumably due to the lack of middle-ring dihalogenated
pentiptycenes such as the diiodo species7.28 In this context,
we have carried out the synthesis of2-4 through an iterative
addition-aromatization method starting with the pentiptycene
quinone8.

As shown in Scheme 1, nucleophilic addition of lithium
trimethylsilylacetylide to quinone8 followed by trapping of the
phenoxide intermediate with trimethylsilyl chloride and then
by reductive aromatization of the central ring produced com-
pound9. Compound9 was converted to10 by O-alkylation
under a conventional SN2 reaction condition followed by
deprotection of the TMS group under a basic condition.
Deprotonation of the terminal alkyne in10 generated a new
acetylide nucleophile, which interacts with the quinone8 to form

the pentiptycene dimer2 through the intermediate11 and the
same chemistry, namely, nucleophilic carbonyl addition, reduc-
tive aromatization, andO-alkylation reactions.

In principle, reaction of both the carbonyl groups of8 with
the acetylides of10 should lead to the trimer3 after reductive
aromatization. However, this is not the case, presumably due
to steric problems. Indeed, when the less bulky trimethylsilyl-
acetylide was used as the second equivalent of nucleophile in
reacting with8, the expected product12could be obtained after
reductive aromatization (Scheme 2). Deprotection of the TMS
group in12 resulted in the dimer13 with a terminal acetylene
group. By following the same chemistry for the synthesis of2
from 10, trimer3 could be prepared from13via the intermediate
14.

An attempt to follow the same chemistry of Scheme 2 to
prepare the tetramer4 by replacing10 with 13 as the starting
material only reached a partial success. Whereas the first two
steps by converting13 to 15 and then to16 were successful
(Scheme 3), the subsequent nucleophilic addition and aroma-
tization reactions have failed. The origin of this failure is unclear
at present. Fortunately, we have recently accomplished the
synthesis of monoiodinated pentiptycene17,28 which allowed
us to prepare the tetramer4 through the Sonogashira coupling
reaction (Scheme 3).29

The three-ring system5 was synthesized through the Sono-
gashira coupling reaction of6 and 1-iodo-4-octyloxybenzene.

Molecular Structures. To investigate the iptycene substituent
effects on the chain conformation of OPEs, the rotational energy
surfaces for3 and5 in the ground (S0) and the lowest excited
state (S1) were calculated by maintaining the two external
conjugated phenyl rings coplanar while constraining the dihedral
angle (ø) formed by the central pentiptycene group to various
increments of 5° from the coplanar (ø ) 0°) to the perpendicular
(ø ) 90°) form. Since the length of the terminal alkyl chains is
irrelevant to this issue, the octyl groups were replaced by methyl
groups in order to expedite the calculations, and the corre-
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sponding compounds were named3′ and5′.30 The ground-state
potential energy surface was determined by the AM1 algo-
rithm.31 The excited-state rotational profile was built by adding
the ZINDO-derived vertical excitation energies32 to the ground-
state potential. These results are depicted in Figure 1. Because
of the symmetric molecular structure, the potential energy
surface for dihedral angles between 90° and 180° would be a
mirror image of that from 0° to 90°, and so on for further
rotations. The corresponding calculations for the parent three-
ring system1 have previously been reported,16,21 and the
rotational potential resembles that for5′ (Figure 1b).

The rotational profiles of3′ are complex when compared with
those of5′. For example, the potential energy surface in S0 is

essentially flat and there is only one energy minimum in S1 for
5′ (ø ) 0°) with dihedral angles between 0° and 90°, but for3′
there are three energy minima (ø ) 20°, 40°, and 75°) in S0

and two energy minima (ø ) 20° and 75°) in S1, where the one
atø ≈ 20° possesses the lowest energy in both S0 and S1. Unlike
the flat ground-state rotational potential for5′ (i.e., rotational
barrier) 0.06 kcal/mol), the rotational barrier for3′ is as high
as 2.6 kcal/mol with the transition state corresponding to the
coplanar form. Apparently, the bulky iptycene substituents
impose substantial steric interactions between the neighboring
pentiptycene groups in3′. A complex rotational profile calcu-
lated by AM1 has been observed for DPA with bulky substi-
tutents.27 Despite the above differences,3′ and 5′ have two
things in common: (1) they possess a deeper potential energy
surface in S1 vs S0, and (2) their vertical excitation energies
increase as the dihedral angle is increased. These features predict
that structural relaxation toward the conformation ofø ≈ 20°
andø ≈ 0° will occur for 3′ and5′, respectively, in S1 if their
excited-state lifetimes are sufficiently long and the rotational
energy barrier between the energy minima in the former case
is low; however, if excited-state structural relaxation is minimal,

(30) It should be noted that the octyl group is more electron-donating than the
methyl groups, which might result in somewhat different local charges on
the attached phenyl rings in3 and5 vs3′ and5′. However, such a difference
should have negligible influence in the rotational potential due to their
symmetric, linear, and nonpolar nature of the conjugated backbone. The
calculated ground-state dipole moments for3′ and5′ in both their planar
and twisted forms are all near 0.0 D.
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the more planar form would absorb and emit at longer
wavelengths for both cases. According to the photophysical data
(vide infra), the process of excited-state backbone planarization
is indeed efficient for both3 and 5 in solutions at room
temperature, but this process is inhibited for3 but not for5 in
low-temperature glasses.

Among2-5 and the pentiptycene-derived intermediates11-
16, only the dimeric intermediate11 and the trimer5 formed
single crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography. As shown in
Figure 2a, the conjugated backbone in11 is not coplanar, and
the dihedral angle between the two phenylene rings is 35°. All
the molecules in the crystal are aligned in the same direction
(i.e., along with theb axis), although the neighboring chains
tilted in a head (OH)-to-tail (OR) manner (Figure 2b). In
addition, the neighboring chains are longitudinally translated
so that interchain pentiptycene-pentiptycene contacts are
present only for the alkoxy substituted ones. The averaged
interchain distance calculated from the nearest pentiptycene pairs
is ca. 8 Å, which is similar to the ring-ring distance previously

observed for interdigitated packing of pentiptycene derivatives.24

It is expected that the interchain alignment would be less tilted
for the symmetric oligomers2-4 in order to accommodate the
other octyl chain, and their interchain distances would be also
about or larger than 8 Å. As a result, interchainπ-orbital
overlapping is negligible. The prevention of close intermolecular
packing for11 in the solid state due to the bulky pentiptycene
groups is also evidenced by the presence of void space, where
six molecules of methanol and two molecules of water are
present in each unit cell. The loose interchain packing is also
responsible for the disorder of the octyl chains. In contrast to
the case of11, the conjugated backbone in5 is nearly coplanar
in the solid state, and each molecule isπ-stacked parallel with
two adjacent molecules through the terminal phenylene rings
with a ring-ring distance of 3.46 Å (Figure 3). No solvent
molecules are included in the crystal, and no disorder is found
for the octyl groups. Strong interchain electronic interactions
are thus expected for5 in the solid state.

Intrachain Effects. In principle, the intrinsic intrachain
conformation effect on the fluorescence of PPEs is better
investigated in dilute solutions or low-temperature solvent
glasses due to the negligible intermolecular interactions. How-
ever, previous works on unconstrained PPEs or its model
compounds in these conditions did not provide much informa-
tion about the fluorescence behavior of the twisted conformers.

Figure 1. Rotational potential of (a)3′ and (b)5′ in the ground state (AM1)
and in the first excited state. Transition energies were calculated with the
ZINDO algorithm. Wavelengths for vertical transitions at selected dihedral
angles are indicated with labeled arrows.

Figure 2. Crystal structures of11: (a) crystal packing looking down the
long molecular axis (b axis) showing the nonplanar conjugated backbones
and layered packing motif, and (b) alignment of neighboring chains in one
layer showing the head-to-tail tilted packing, included solvent molecules,
and disordered octyl chains.

Pentiptycene-Derived Oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene)s A R T I C L E S
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For one reason, PPEs in solutions generally undergo fast excited-
state conformational relaxation to planarize the conjugated
backbone before the fluorescence is emitted.33 As a result,
information about the fluorescence properties of the twisted
forms is lost. Although in some cases the solvent glasses can
trap the nonplanar rotational conformers in the ground and the
excited state, the fluorescence spectrum is either broadened with
a shape like the mirror image of the corresponding absorption
spectra33 or dominated by the planar form.17,22 The former
situation is a result of a continuum distribution of conformers
so that spectral deconvolution is impossible. In the following,
we will show that the rotational conformer distribution in3 and
4 is narrower and shows distinct domains at different twisted
angles. The equilibrium of the confomers highly depends on
the solvent polarity, where the more twisted conformers are more
favorable in more polar solvents or at lower temperatures.
Furthermore, the excited-state rotational energy barrier between
the conformers appears to be sufficiently high so that the
photophysics of the twisted form can be characterized at low
temperatures. We will first discuss the case of3 and then
compare it with those of2, 4, and5.

Figure 4 shows the normalized absorption and fluorescence
spectra of3 in hexane, chloroform, THF, and acetonitrile. Both

the absorption and fluorescence spectra in hexane show vibronic
structures, and they are approximately mirror-imaged to one
another, indicating a similar distribution of vibrational levels
in S0 and S1. As the solvent polarity increases (i.e., acetonitrile
> THF > chloroform> hexane), the intensity of the 314-nm
absorption shoulder increases at the expense of the 354-nm
absorption band intensity. The accompanying changes in the
fluorescence spectra are spectral broadening and increased
intensity ratio for the 0-1 vs the 0-0 band (I01/I00). Since
twisting of theπ-conjugated backbone is predicted to increase
the electronic transition energy (Figure 1), the above observa-
tions indicate that the ground-state conformer distribution is
solvent-dependent and the equilibrium shifts toward the more
twisted conformers in more polar solvents. The absence of blue
shifts in the fluorescence spectra is a consequence of fast
backbone planarization in the excited state.33

The processes of excited-state backbone planarization can be
minimized for 3 at low temperatures. Figure 5 shows the
absorption and fluorescence spectra of3 in 2-methyltetrahy-
drofuran (MTHF) recorded at intervals of 20 and 10 K,
respectively, between 80 and 320 K. The absorption spectra
are blue-shifted by 4 nm in the 0-0 band upon lowering the
temperature from 320 to 80 K. An isosbestic point at 302 nm
can be observed. The corresponding fluorescence spectra upon
excitation at 302 nm also shift toward the blue by ca. 20 nm
from 280 to 130 K. The fluorescence spectra recorded between
280 and 320 K are essentially the same, and so are the spectra
between 80 and 130 K. It should be noted that weak phospho-
rescence is present at wavelengths larger than 440 nm when
the temperature is lower than 110 K. Thus, intersystem crossing
is an important decay process for the excited singlet state of3.
More importantly, there also exists an isosbestic point (363 nm)
in the fluorescence spectra as a function of temperature. These
results clearly indicate the presence of two interconvertible
emitting states and their interconversions are temperature-
dependent (i.e., there exists an equilibrium barrier). In addition,
to observe such an isosbestic point requires the absence of any
activated nonradiative decay processes for both emitting states.
In other words, the fluorescence quantum yield (Φfl ) should be
temperature-independent. This is true for the parent three-ring
system1 at temperatures lower than ambient temperature.34

(33) Sluch, M. I.; Godt, A.; Bunz, U. H. F.; Berg, M. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2001, 123, 6447-6448.

(34) Birckner, E.; Grummt, U.-W.; Go¨ller, A. H.; Pautzsch, T.; Egbe, D. A.
M.; Al-Higari, M.; Klemm, E.J. Phys. Chem. A2001, 105, 10307-10315.

Figure 3. Crystal structure of5 showing (a) the coplanar conjugated
backbones and parallel interchain alignments and (b) interchain offset
π-stacking of the terminal phenylene rings (the octyl groups were removed
for clarity).

Figure 4. The (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence spectra of3 in hexane
(hex), chloroform (CHCl3), THF, and acetonitrile (MeCN).

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence
spectra (λex ) 302 nm) for 3 in MTHF at 20- and 10-K intervals,
respectively, between 80 and 320 K.
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Indeed, fluorescence decay analysis for data collected in the
range 80-160 K show two temperature-independent fluores-
cence lifetimes, 5.6 and 0.8 ns, corresponding to the short- and
the long-wavelength emitting states, respectively. We ascribe
these two states to conformers of larger and smaller twist angles
in the π-conjugated backbones, respectively, but the exact
dihedral angles are uncertain. According to the calculated
excited-state rotational energy profile shown in Figure 1, the
dihedral angles of these two emitting states might correspond
to the two minima atø ) 20° and ø ) 75°. To simplify the
following discussion, we refer to the short- and the long-
wavelength states as the twisted and the planar form, respec-
tively.

Since the presence of an isosbestic point establishes the one-
to-one conversion from the planar form to the twisted form,
the similar integrated fluorescence peak area at 320 and 80 K
(planar:twisted) 1:1.06) indicates that the fluorescence quantum
efficiency for the twisted form of3 is comparable to or slightly
larger than that for its planar form. This in turn indicates that
the twisted form has a lower fluorescence decay rate constant
than the planar form, since the former has a longer lifetime.
Shorter lifetimes observed for the planar forms of PPEs have
been attributed to a smaller difference in molecular geometry
between the ground and the excited states.17,33 According to
the Franck-Condon principle, a larger value ofI01/I00 for the
twisted form also indicates a larger displacement of nuclear
coordinates on going from the ground to the excited states.35 It
should be noted that the 0-0 fluorescence band (346 nm) of
the twisted form is at shorter wavelength than the 0-0
absorption band (354 nm). Apparently, the 354-nm absorption
band is exclusively from the planar form. Along this line, the
fraction of the planar form at 80 K is still significant, and the
negligible fluorescence from the planar form at 80 K upon
excitation at 302 nm is simply due to its weak absorption at
302 nm. Likewise, the negligible fluorescence from the twisted
form at 320 K indicates fast excited-state structural relaxation
to the planar form. Therefore, lowering the temperature not only
increases the population of the twisted form but also reduces
the thermal relaxation of the twisted form to the planar form.
The absence of excited-state conformer equilibration was
previously found for manytrans-1,2-diarylethenes36 but not for
DPA or its π-elongated PPEs.

In the case of tetramer4, the electronic spectra are red-shifted
relative to those of3 due to its longer conjugation length (Table
1). The solvent dependence of the absorption spectra for4
resembles the case of3 (Figure S1), where the spectra undergo
blue shifts in more polar solvents. Both of the values of fluo-
rescence quantum yield for4 in chloroform or MTHF are
slightly higher than those for3, consistent with the longer fluo-
rescence lifetimes. However, the temperature effect on fluores-
cence is more significant for4. As shown in Figure 6, the
fluorescence spectra are blue-shifted by as large as 41 nm from
320 to 80 K, and the location of the 0-0 fluorescence band
(346 nm) at 80 K is the same as that for the twisted form of3.

There is also an isosbestic point (380 nm) for the fluorescence
spectra of4 as a function of temperature. The corresponding
fluorescence decays are monoexponential at room temperature
(0.68 ns) but become nonexponential at temperature lower than
280 K. The fluorescence decays at temperatures lower than 160
K can be fit by biexponential functions, corresponding to
lifetimes of 0.8 and 5.5 ns, and the component of longer lifetime
(5.5 ns) is dominant (> 60%). By following the same arguments
for the case of3, theπ-conjugated backbone of4 becomes more
twisted at lower temperatures. The more complex fluorescence
decay behavior for4 vs 3 can be attributed to the presence of
one more pentiptycene group so that the ground-state rotational
energy profile becomes more complex. It is interesting to note
that the fluorescence quantum yield for the twisted form of4
approaches unity at 80 K, provided that both the planar form
and the twisted form have no activated nonradiative decay
pathways. In addition, despite the longer conjugation length for
4 vs 3, both the fluorescence position and the fluorescence
lifetimes are nearly the same for the twisted forms of3 and4.
Assuming that the twisted forms for3 and 4 are zipperlike
structures (Figure 7), this appears to indicate that the additional
terminal ring in the four-ring zipper has little electronic
interactions with the rest of the backbone (i.e., the three-ring
zipper). The blue-shifted electronic spectra and the increased
fluorescence quantum yields for the twisted vs the planar form
for 3 and4 are consistent with the observations for the Swager’s

(35) (a) Bässler, H.; Schweitzer, B.Acc. Chem. Res.1999, 32, 173-182. (b)
Liu, Y.; Jiang, S.; Glusac, K.; Powell, D. H.; Anderson, D. F.; Schanze,
K. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 12412-12413.

(36) (a) Mazzucato, U.; Momicchioli, F.Chem. ReV. 1991, 91, 1679-1719. (b)
Saltiel, J.; Choi, J.-O.; Sears, D. F., Jr.; Eaker, D. W.; Mallory, F. B.;
Mallory, C. W. J. Phys. Chem.1994, 98, 13162-13170. (c) Lewis, F. D.;
Yoon, B. A.; Arai, T.; Iwasaki, T.; Tokumaru, K.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1995,
117, 3029-3036.

Table 1. Photophysical Data of Compounds 2-5 in Chloroform
(CHCl3), 2-Methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF), and Spin-Cast Film at
Room Temperature (ca. 296 K)

compd mediaa λabs (nm)b λfl (nm)b I01/I00
c Φfl τfl (ns)(λex, λem)

2 CHCl3 298 (316) 328 (341) 0.79 0.40 0.92 (296, 328)
MTHF 297 (315) 327 (342) 0.81 0.38 1.12 (296, 328)
film 301 (319) 335 (350) 1.05

3 CHCl3 334 (354) 368 (388) 0.65 0.60 0.60 (337, 373)
MTHF 334 (354) 366 (387) 0.67 0.63 0.65 (337, 363)
film 336 (356) 374 (392) 0.91 0.20

4 CHCl3 340 (370) 389 (412) 0.65 0.69 0.67 (354, 392)
MTHF 341 (367) 387 (410) 0.66 0.71 0.68 (337, 412)
film 349 (374) 393 (415) 1.15 0.20

5 CHCl3 335 367 (387) 0.59 0.71 0.78 (337, 373)
MTHF 334 (353) 365 (385) 0.62 0.77 0.74 (337, 373)
film 349, 377 387, 414, 442 0.18

a Films are prepared by spin casting.b The second vibronic band is given
in parentheses.c Intensity ratio of the 0,1 vs the 0,0 fluorescence band.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence
spectra (λex ) 303 nm) of4 in MTHF at 20- and 10-K intervals, respectively,
between 80 and 320 K.
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PPEs in Langmuir-Blodgett films,18 although interchain effects
might not be negligible in these LB films (vide supra).

When compared with3 and 4, the dimer2 is as expected
blue-shifted in their electronic spectra due to its shorter
conjugation length (Table 1). The absorption spectra of2 are
also solvent-polarity-dependent in a way similar to that for3,
albeit to a much smaller degree (Figure S1). The inherent
fluorescence quantum yield for2 is lower than that for3, which
could be readily understood in terms of their fluorescing
states.37-39 It is known that the fluorescence of DPA and most
substituted DPAs in solutions is from the second excited state
(S2) rather than the S1.37,38 As a result of efficient internal
conversion from S2 to S1, the fluorescence quantum yields are
generally low for DPAs (e.g., 0.004 for DPA). It should be noted
that the S2 f S1 transition in DPA is an activated process. In
other words, the fluorescence quantum yield will be temperature-
dependent. Indeed, the fluorescence intensity of dimer2 in
MTHF increases as the temperature is decreased (Figure 8). In
conjunction with the single-exponential fluorescence decays at
all selected temperatures and the small blue shift of fluorescence
(∆λ ) 4 nm) from 320 to 160 K, these results indicate that the
nature of the fluorescing states at all temperatures are similar
and possess activated nonradiative decay processes. Assuming
that the S2 f S1 transition was the only activated singlet-decay
process of2 and that itskf was temperature-independent, the
transition barrier can be obtained from a nonlinear fitting of

the fluorescence lifetimes using eq 2:40

whereΣk is the sum of all nonactivated processes (fluorescence
and intersystem crossing), andA andEa are the preexponential
and activation energy for the activated process, respectively.
The plot ofτf against temperature for2 is shown in the inset of
Figure 8, and the derived activation energy for nonradiative
decay is 630 cm-1, a value very similar to that for DPA (610
cm-1).38 Therefore, the much higher fluorescence quantum yield
for 2 vs DPA results from a decrease in the preexponential factor
rather than from an increase in the activation energy. The above
analysis could not exclude the possibility of the presence of a
small amount of twisted conformers at low temperatures,
regarding the appearance of a shoulder at the blue edge of the
fluorescence spectra at low temperatures. The negligible con-
tribution of these twisted conformers to the fluorescence decay
analysis might suggest weak fluorescence and/or short fluores-
cence lifetimes for them. Bunz and co-workers have shown that
twisting the backbone of DPA results in low fluorescence
quantum yields.20

The electronic transition energy for5 is similar to that for3
(Table 1), but its spectral behavior differs from3 in several
aspects: (1) the absorption spectra for5 in solutions are less
structured in all selected solvents, and the red edge of the spectra
grows in at the expense of the intensity of the blue shoulder of
the absorption band upon increasing the solvent polarity (Figure
S1). (2) The absorption spectra for5 in MTHF undergo red
shifts with a sharp band at 360 nm growing in upon lowering
the temperature (Figure 9a). (3) As the solvent polarity is
increased, the red shifts and spectral broadening in both the
absorption and fluorescence spectra are larger for5 (e.g., a shift
of 12 vs 7 nm in fluorescence and a fluorescence band half-
width of 100 vs 65 nm in acetonitrile) (Figure S1). (4) The
fluorescenceI01/I00 values and quantum yields for5 are lower
and larger, respectively, in both CHCl3 and MTHF (Table 1).
(5) Except for a sharpening of the vibronic bands at low
temperatures, the fluorescence spectra for5 in MTHF display
little dependence on temperature (Figure 9b). The 0-0 band(37) (a) Hirata, Y.Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn.1999, 72, 1647-1664. (b) Zgierski,

M. Z.; Lim, E. C. Chem. Phys. Lett.2004, 387, 352-355.
(38) McFarland, S. A.; Finney, N. S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 1178-

1179.
(39) Beeby, A.; Findlay, K. S.; Low, P. J.; Marder, T. B.; Matousek, P.; Parker,

A. W.; Rutter, S. R.; Towrie, M.Chem. Commun.2003, 2406-2407.

(40) (a) Lewis, F. D.; Zuo, X.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2003, 125, 2046-2047. (b)
Lewis, F. D.; Zuo, X.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2003, 125, 8806-8813. (c) Yang,
J.-S.; Liau, K.-L.; Hwang, C.-Y.; Wang, C.-M.J. Phys. Chem. A2006,
110, 8003-8010.

Figure 7. Schematic drawings for the structure of three-ring and four-ring
Zipper.

Figure 8. Fluorescence spectra of2 in MTHF at 20-K intervals between
80 and 320 K (λex ) 306 nm). Inset shows the temperature-dependent
fluorescence lifetimes and nonlinear fits to eq 2.

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of (a) absorption and (b) fluorescence
spectra (λex ) 320 nm) of5 in MTHF at 20- and 40-K intervals, respectively,
between 80 (blue) and 320 K (red).

τf(T) ) 1/[Σk + A exp(-Ea/RT)] (2)
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undergoes a small red shift (∆λ ) 3 nm) upon decreasing the
temperature from 320 to 80 K, resembling the case of1.16,17A
small peak at 348 nm grows in at temperatures lower than 160
K, which might result from a small amount of twisted conform-
ers. (6) No phosphorescence is observed for5 in low-
temperature glasses. All these observations indicate that5
becomes more planar in more polar solvents or at lower
temperatures, a behavior opposite to that for3. Such a difference
should be associated with their differences in rotational potential
in both S0 and S1 (Figure 1).

In conjunction with the behavior of DPA and1, our results
for 2-5 clearly show that the intrachain pentiptycene-pentip-
tycene interactions in2-4 play an important role in determining
the ground-state and the excited-state rotational energy profiles,
the distribution of conformers, and in turn their solvent- and
temperature-dependent photophysical properties. However, re-
garding the symmetric molecular structures and nonpolar nature
of 3 and4, the origin of the intriguing solvent and temperature
effects on their conformer distribution remains to be investi-
gated.

Interchain Effects. The influence of interchain interactions
on the photophysical properties of2-5 was investigated for
samples in thin solid films. The films of optical densities in the
range of 0.1 and 0.2 at the absorption maxima were prepared

by spin casting with 5× 10-3 M chloroform solutions. Because
of the poorer film quality for2 that causes larger light scattering,
our discussion will mainly rely on the behavior of3-5.

As shown in Figure 10, transformations of2-4 from dilute
solutions to spin-cast thin films result in small red shifts (∆λ )
2-9 nm) in both the absorption and fluorescence spectra. In
contrast, not only large spectral shifts (14-21 nm) but also a
new sharp absorption band at 377 nm is observed in the case
of 5. The above differences between2-4 and5 can be readily
understood based on their molecular and crystal structures (vide
supra), where interchainπ-stacking interactions are possible only
in 5. On the basis of the crystal packing mode (Figure 3) and
the structured fluorescence spectra, the new absorption band at
377 nm for 5 can be attributed to the formation ofJ-type
aggregates.41

Despite the small spectral shifts for2-4 in thin films vs dilute
solutions, the ratio ofI01/I00 in the fluorescence spectra is
markedly increased, particularly for the case of4 (Figure 10
and Table 1). This phenomenon can be interpreted by the
reabsorption effect in optically dense conditions,42,43 which is
more significant on the 0-0 than the 0-1 bands. Indeed, the
solution-like I01/I00 ratio can be recovered when the sample is
diluted with inert solid matrixes such as poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA). Typical spectra represented by3 are shown in
Figure 11a. In addition, the reabsorption effect on fluorescence
could be simulated, to a first approximation, using eq 3:42

whereF(V) is the solution fluorescence spectrum,F′(V) is the

(41) Siddiqui, S.; Spano, F. C.Chem. Phys. Lett.1999, 38, 99-105.
(42) Dhami, S.; De Mello, A. J.; Rumbles, G.; Bishop, S. M.; Phillips, D.; Beeby,

A. Photochem. Photobiol.1995, 61, 341-346.
(43) (a) Dutta, A. K.Langmuir1996, 12, 5909-5914. (b) Dutta, A. K.J. Phys.

Chem. B1997, 101, 569-575.

Figure 10. Normalized absorption and fluorescence spectra of (a)2, (b)
3, (c) 4, and (d)5 in chloroform (solid) and spin-cast films (dash).

Figure 11. Normalized fluorescence spectra for films of3 mixed with (a)
PMMA and with (b)2 at different molar fractions (3 ) 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7,
0.9, and 1.0). Insets show the corresponding changes in fluorescence
quantum yields.

F′(V) ) F(V)[10-ε(V)k] (3)
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distorted fluorescence spectrum after reabsorption,ε(V) is the
molar absorptivity of the thin-film absorption spectrum, andk
is a parameter proportional to the concentration of samples and
the thickness through which the fluorescence photons have to
escape. The values ofε(V) were derived from the molar
absorptivity of solution spectra through spectra normalization
(Figure 10). As shown in Figure 12, the simulated fluorescence
spectra after reabsorption for3 and 4 agree well with the
observed thin-film spectra. The somewhat broader spectra for
them in thin films vs in solutions can be attributed to the broader
conformer distribution in the excited states. A larger reabsorption
effect for 4 vs 3 could be accounted for by the larger molar
absorptivity, which is 1.10× 105 and 6.93× 104 L mol-1 cm-1

in chloroform, respectively. It should be noted that even though
reabsorption is the major effect in accounting for the spectral
differences for films vs solutions, the role of interchain
interactions cannot be neglected (vide infra). In contrast, the
treatment of eq 3 cannot regenerate the thin-film fluorescence
spectra for5. Thus, we conclude that the thin-film fluorescence
for 2-4 is mainly of intrachain or molecular nature, but for5
it is mainly from theJ-aggregates.

Upon correction for the reabsorption effect, the fluorescence
spectra of2-4 in thin solid films would be similar to the room-
temperature solution spectra. This in turn suggests that the
emitting species in thin films is mainly the planar form of
molecules. The absence of emission from the twisted form can
be attributed to efficient exciton migration from the excited
twisted form to the planar form in thin films. Evidence of
efficient exciton migration in the films of2-4 is further
provided by films that contain two or all three compounds of
2-4, where2 or 3 is the energy donor and3 or 4 is the energy
acceptor. Our preliminary studies indicate that when the molar
fraction of the acceptor is larger than 0.1, the observed
fluorescence of these bi- or tri-component films is almost
entirely from the acceptor upon excitation at the absorption
maxima of the donor. A typical example provided by the2 and
3 mixed films is shown in Figure 11b. The larger dependence
of the fluorescence spectra on molar fractions for3 in PMMA
than in2 and the presence of a shoulder in the blue edge of the
fluorescence spectra for3 in PMMA at lower molar fractions
(e.g., at 0.1, Figure 11) clearly suggest that the efficiency of
exciton migration from the twisted to the planar forms is reduced
when3 is dispersed in PMMA but not in2 (see below for further
discussion).

Although the reabsorption effect is responsible for the changes
in I01/I00 for 2-4, it alone does not account for the significant
decrease in the fluorescence quantum yields for3 and4 on going

from 0.6-0.69 in chloroform to 0.20 in spin-cast films (Table
1). This is manifested by comparing the values ofΦfl for them
with different molar fractions in PMMA and in2. As shown in
Figure 11, the concentration dependence of theI01/I00 value for
3 mixed with 2 is similar to that with PMMA. However, the
corresponding changes inΦfl are very different. Whereas the
values ofΦfl increase as the molar fraction of3 in PMMA
decreases (i.e., upon dilution of3) and reaches a value similar
to that in solution (i.e., 0.63) at a molar fraction of 0.1, the
values ofΦfl are relatively lower and insensitive to the molar
ratio of3 when the PMMA is replaced by2 (Figure 11b, inset).
Since the presence of a small amount of external fluorescence
quenchers generally dictates the observed fluorescence quantum
yield for systems in condensed phases when interchain exciton
migration is present,6,19the larger fluorescence quenching effects
observed for the2-3 vs the PMMA-3 mixed films might
reflect more population of the nonfluorescent energy traps and
more efficient exciton migration to nonfluorescent energy traps
in the former films. Because of the bulky iptycene substituents
in 2-4, the nonfluorescent energy traps should not be attributed
to the conventional interchainπ-stacked excimers.44 On the basis
of the dipole-dipole model, cofacial alignment of molecules
in a high-symmetry configuration (e.g.,H-type aggregates) is
known to be detrimental to the fluorescence efficiency, because
the lowest excited state is not optically coupled to the ground
state.1,45 Thus, nonfluorescent traps created by theH-type
dipole-dipole interactions for2-4 in the crystalline domains
of thin films is not unexpected in view of the expected parallel
interchain packings. A parallel interchain alignment can also
facilitate exciton migration through the Fo¨rster mechanism46 to
the traps or impurities. Therefore, we conclude that the low
fluorescence quantum yields for2-4 in thin films is a
consequence of parallel interchain packing that favors dipole-
dipole-induced interchain exciton migration to the nonemissive
traps that are eitherH-aggregates or impurities. Along this line,
the more efficient exciton migration in the2-3 than the
PMMA-3 films might reflect a more parallel arrangement for
3 in the former films (Figure 11). This argument is supported
when comparing the thin-film fluorescence of2-4 with that of
polymer18 (Mn ) 144 000).26b The morphology of18 in thin
films is expected to be more amorphous due to the longer
conjugated backbones and the presence of long alkoxy side
chains. Thus, the change inI01/I00 andΦfl for 18on going from
dilute chloroform solutions (I01/I00 ) 0.26 andΦfl ) 0.50) to
thin solid films (I01/I00 ) 0.28 andΦfl ) 0.33) is much smaller
than that for2-4.

Despite the presence of strong interchainπ-stacking interac-
tions, the fluorescence quantum yield for5 is similar to that

Figure 12. Comparison of the simulated fluorescence spectrum using eq
3 (red) and the observed thin-film fluorescence spectra (black) for3 and4.
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for the bulky analogue3 in the solid state. This can be attributed
to the allowed S1 f S0 optical transition forJ-aggregates, which
dictate the fluorescence behavior of5 in thin films.
Experimental Section

Materials. THF and MTHF were dried by sodium metal and distilled
before use. All the other solvents for spectra and quantum yield
measurements were HPLC grade and used as received. Compounds
6,26 8,26 17,28 and 1-iodo-4-octyloxybenzene47 were prepared according
to the literature procedures. Detailed synthetic procedures and structural
characterization data for compounds2-5 and 9-16 are provided as
Supporting Information.

Methods.Electronic spectra were recorded at room temperature (23
( 1 °C). UV-visible spectra were measured on a Cary300 double beam
spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were recorded on an Edinburgh
FLS920 or a PTI QuantaMaster C-60 spectrometer and corrected for
the response of the detector. The optical density (OD) of all solutions
and thin films was about 0.1 at the wavelength of excitation. The
fluorescence spectra at other temperature were measured in an Oxford
OptistatDN cryostat with an ITC502 temperature controller. A N2-
bubbled solution of anthracene (Φf ) 0.27 in hexane)48 or phenanthrene
(Φf ) 0.13 in cyclohexane)49 was used as a standard for the fluorescence
quantum yield determinations of compounds2-5 under N2-bubbled
chloroform solutions with solvent refractive index correction. An error
of (10% is estimated for the fluorescence quantum yields. Fluorescence
quantum yields in thin solid films (OD≈ 0.1-0.2) were determined
relative to equiabsorbing films of 9,10-diphenylanthracene in poly-
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (Φf ) 0.83).50 Fluorescence decays
were also measured at room temperature by the Edinburgh FLS920
spectrometer with a gated hydrogen or nitrogen arc lamp using a scatter
solution to profile the instrument response function. The goodness of
the nonlinear least-squares fit was judged by the reducedø2 value (<1.2
in all cases), the randomness of the residuals, and the autocorrelation
function. The X-ray crystal structures were determined with a Siemens
SMART CCD diffractometer with graphite-monochromated Mo KR
radiation (λ ) 0.710 73 Å) at 150( 1 K. AM1 and ZINDO calculations
were performed on a PC cluster using the algorithms supplied with
the package of Gaussian 03 revision B.02, a product of Gaussian Inc.51

Concluding Remarks
Our systematic studies on2-5 have provided important

insights into the intrachain conformation and interchain exciton
coupling effects on the fluorescence properties of PPEs. Because
of the unique iptycene substituent effects in3 and 4, a local
energy minimum is present in the twisted region of their
rotational potentials in S0 and S1, and the distribution of
rotational conformers is sensitive to the solvent polarity and
temperature, where the twisted conformers become more

favorable in more polar solvents and at lower temperatures.
More importantly, for 3 and 4 in MTHF the excited-state
conformational relaxation from the twisted form to the planar
form is inhibited at low temperatures, which allows us to
characterize the photophysics of the twisted conformers. Back-
bone twisting for3 and4 leads to blue-shifted absorption and
fluorescence spectra, longer fluorescence lifetimes, and larger
fluorescence quantum yields. The large fluorescence spectral
shifts for 4 as a function of temperature is reminiscent of the
recent efforts toward the development of fluorescent thermosen-
sors.52 The fluorescence behavior of2 is different from that of
3 and 4, which can be attributed to the different electronic
structures (S2 vs S1 emission) and/or weaker intrachain pentip-
tycene-pentiptycene interactions. The intrachain fluorescence
for 2-4 in dilute solutions is retained in thin solid films as a
result of the bulky iptycene substituents that prevent interchain
charge-transfer interactions. The reabsorption effect accounts
for the increased intensity ratio for the 0-1 vs the 0-0
vibrational band. The significant reduction in fluorescence
quantum yields for3 and 4 in films vs solutions is however
attributed to efficient interchain exciton migration to nonfluo-
rescent energy traps. Unlike the “all-pentiptycene” analogue3,
the phenylene-pentiptycene-phenylene system5 in MTHF
displays different fluorescence responses to temperature and
solvent polarity. In addition, interchainπ-stacking through the
terminal phenylene rings leads to the formation ofJ-type
aggregates instead of excimers for5 in thin solid films. While
the differences between3 and5 reflect the intriguing iptycene
substituent effects,3 and5 have similar fluorescence quantum
yields in thin films, revealing that not only prevention of
interchain π-stacking but also minimization of interchain
dipole-dipole interactions are important to achieve high solid-
state fluorescence efficiency. This recalls recent examples of
strongly fluorescent films created by oblique orientation of
neighboring transition dipoles.53 It is also interesting to point
out that the size of red shifts in fluorescence spectra caused by
the intrachain planarization effect, as deduced from3, is nearly
the same (ca. 1600 cm-1) as that by the interchainJ-aggregation
effect, as deduced from5, for three-ring PE systems. There are
at least two important aspects that remain to be investigated
further. First, the origin of the iptycene substituent effects in3
and 4 that lead to large conformational responses to solvents
and temperature is unclear at present. Second, preliminary
information about the chain-length effects on the difference in
fluorescence behavior between the twisted and the planar form
is provided by the comparison of3 and4, but the corresponding
information for PE systems with longer chain lengths is
unknown. Continued efforts toward a better understanding of
these issues are in progress.
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